Assembly:

1. Unfold the track from its stored position as illustrated.

2. Back out the Coupler Set Screws far enough so that the Coupler is loose in the track tube.

3. Slide the track sections together and tighten both set screws. Pull the track together as you tighten the set screws so that there is a minimum gap at the joint.

4. **ALWAYS SAND BAG BOTH ENDS OF THE TRACK.** It is very easy to concentrate so much on the shot that you roll the dolly off the track, with possible bodily harm or equipment damage as a result. Also make sure an observer is present to monitor the dolly's position, as ramming the sand bags may cause the dolly to derail.

5. If you are changing wheels, you must pull the jib off the tripod before trying to make the switch. The weight of the jib makes changing wheels clumsy and dangerous without first removing the jib.